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April 7, 1964
LEE HARVEY OBWALD

BASIS FOR INQUIRY
The information recorded below was made available
by a confidential source abroad .
The files of the Department of Immigration, Mexican
Ministry of "Gobernacion" (Interior or Government), revealed
that Lee Harvey Oswald departed from Mexico on October 3, 1963,
at Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas . The files of the Department of
Immigration showed further that on October 3, 1963, from
12 :00 midnight until 8 :00 AM, immigration official
ALBERTO ARZAMENDI CHAPA was in charge of the "Kilometer 26"
highway checking station, where tourist cards are picked up
free aliens leaving Mexico by highway travel through Nuevo Laredo .
The name and date stamp of ARZAKENDI CHAPA on the original
tourist card surrendered by OSWALD upon his departure from
Mexico on that date was evidence of the fact that his exit
from Mexico occurred during those hours .
Source reported that considerable investigation had been
conducted by several different agencies of the Mexican Government
for the purpose of ascertaining subject's method of travel on
departure and that, in view of the fact that the name "OSWLD1 '
had been located on a passenger list for the 1 :00 PM trip of
the "TYansyortes Prontera" bus line from Mexico City to Nuevo

Laredo, Tamaulipas, on October 2, 1963, it was considered that
OSWALD had traveled thereon.
Considerable investigation with respect to the
passenger list mentioned above, including a check of the
ticket stubs at the Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, headquarters of
the company, interview of bus drivers and passengers, and
numerous interviews of employees of the Mexico City terminal
of the bus line, failed to confirm that OSWALD, in fact, had
been a passenger on the "Transportos Frontera" bus in question .
CHECKS OF RECORDS OF OTHER BUS LINES
A second confidential source abroad provided the
following information :
On March 30, 1964, officials of the "Autobuses
Hlancos Flocha Roja, S . A .," bus line made available passenger
liana for the four scheduled trips of that company from 1:oxico
City to Nuevo Laredo of October 2, 1963, and no information
identifiable with OSWALD by any of the names he was known to
have used was located on those lists .
It was determined,
however, that, if the time schedules of that company are
maintained, none of its trips to Nuevo Laredo would arrive
at the "Kilometer 26" highway checking station betaaen
midnight and 8 :00 AM .
On the basis of several' contacts with Mr . RICARDO
1MDINA BELTRAN~ Manager of the ; :exico City terminal of the
"Autobuses Transportes del J :orte" bus line (hereinafter
referred to as Transportes dal Norte), information was
received from him to :he effect that "Secret Service agents,
Presidential investigators, Federal Security agents, and
others" had reviewed the passenger lists maintained by his
company for its service between Mexico City and Laredo, Texas,
and that he had assisted in those checks, which
to
disclose any information identifiable with OSWALDfailed
.
MEDINA explained that the passenger list actually
is a card form on which reservations and ticket sales
are
recorded and that after the particular trip for which it was
Piv pared has left the terminal it is cancelled to avoid further
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confusion, as the reverse side of Hethe form is utilized for a
stated that the cancelled
similar record at a later date .
lists are not a permanent record and are maintained only for
a short period of time following their use . He stated that
the
dthlitflOtober1963in
e
ss or eary c,
,
he had set asie
event there should be further need for them ; nevertheless,
he was unable to locate them . He pointed out that apparently
they had been placed inadvertently in a storeroom where tires,
spare parts, boxes of obsolete files and records, and other
materials are maintained and that only a thorough review of
all material in the storeroom would reveal whether or not
the list for October 2, 1963, was still in existence . He
related that his company has two direct trips daily to
Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, and Laredo, Texas, and that the
bus which departs from Mexico City at 8 :30 AM is scheduled to
arrive in Nuevo Laredo at 2 :00 AM the following morning and
would arrive at the "Kilometer 26" checking station at
approximately 1 :00 AM .
TRANSPORTES DEL NORTH PASSENGER LIST FOR OCTOBER 2, 196 3
On March 30, 1964, Mr, MEDINA advised that he had
located the passenger-reservations list for the 8 :30 AM bus
of October 2, 1963, and, on the basis of consultation with
him and with several reservations and ticket clerks who
recognized their handwriting thereon, the following data
was obtained therefrom as translated from Spanish :
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TRANSPORTES DEL NORTH

Wednesday

Wednesday

MEXICO TO LAREDO
Bus No . 332
Drivers
Seat (140 .)
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

October 2, 1963

8:30

A, (ROGELIO) CUEVAS - R, (RAfON) GONZALEZ
Name of Passenger

Destination

Ticket No .

Miss CASIO
Mr . A, MARTINEZ
MARGARET A, VIOLFF
ROBERTO P, GONZALEZ
M, H, VILLANUEVA
PAULA RUSIONI
J, M, DE CUBA

S .A .
N, Ldo .
Ldo .
AIty,
hIty,
Ldo .
Ldo .

Operator
AUGUSIO AGUILAR
Chihuahuenses

Houston
Laredo, Tex .

13742
13688

Mr . EULALIO RODRIGUEZ
A Viajes
PH . VAN DER WORM
JORGE DAVILA
JOSE BARRIGA
and wife

Houston
Ldo .
Laredo, Tex .
Mty .
Dallas

130 : :1
13619
13927
716
13740
741

13920
12G19
61840 exchange
7915
99232
9511
89 :0
41

Mr, or Miss AGAPITO DEL RIO S .A .
Guadalajara
Laredo
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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MEDINA explained that seats No. 12 and No . 15 had
been reserved for another bus line or travel agencies and
that the company would have no record with respect to the
identities of the occupants of those coato .
On March 31, 1964, Miss ROSA MARIA OROZCO, Auditor
of the "Auto Viajes Internacionales, S . A .," travel agency
(International Auto Travels, Inc .), Lafragua No . 4, I!oxico,
D . F ., advised that she had located a record of the sale by
that firm of a ticket for travel on seat No . 15 of the
8 :30 AM, October 2, 1963, bus of Transportes del Norte to
Laredo to ANASTACIO RUIZ MEZA, She stated that the company
had sold this transportation to RUIZ MEZA for travel via the
Transportes del Norte bus line to Laredo and from Laredo to
Chicago, Illinois, by Greyhound Line .
RECORD OF LOCATION OF
TRANSPORTATION SOLD TO H . 0 . LEE
A third confidential source abroad provided the
information recorded hereinundur :
On April 1 ., 1964, 1".'1ACLOVIO PORTILLO G ., Suporictczdent
of the Mexico City terminal of the bus line, "Transporter
Chihuahuenses, S . A . de C, V .," (Chihuahuenses Transportation,
Incorporated with Variable Capital) Bernal Diaz No . 5, I:exico,
D . F ., and his clerk, MARIA TEPESA CASARES, caused the records
of that bus line to be searched for all tickets issued for
travel on October 2, 1963, in an effort to locate the names
LEE HARVEY OSWALD, O . H . LEE, ALEX JAMES HIDELL, and V . L . LEE
with particular attention to ticket No . 13688 .
PORTILL40 advised that no information had been located
which could be identified with the foregoing, explaining that
tickets sold by his company during that period were in the
eighty and ninety thousand series, Eliminating the possibility
that ticket No . 13688 might have been sold at that office .
FORTMLO suggested that the transportation concerning
which inquiry was being made might have been sold at the
"Agencia de Viajes, Transporter Chihuahuenses, S . A . de C . V .,"
(Chihuahuenses Transportation Travel Agency, Inc .) with
offices at Paseo de la Reforms No . 52, Room 5 . He telephoned

to that agency and was advised by a clerk ; ALEJANDRII1A M .
DE BUTCHER, that the reservation order under No . 13688 was
~jailable at that office .
On April 1, 1963, !.Iis~ TER.:ISA SC'.:AEFFL& UEQUERISSE,
Manager of the above-mentioned travel agency, located the
reservation and purchase order No . 13688, and it was
determined to be in blank, never having been utilized .
She reviewed the Transportes del Norte passenger list for
bus No . 332 for October 2, 1963, considering that the order
number might be 12688, and this order No . 12608 was located
and also found to be blank . She insisted that her office
had not handled the reservation noted on the Transporter del
Norte passenger list shown her for October 2, 1963 . She wes
requested to review all reservation and purchase orders
issued for October, 1963, by her office .
A review of the carbon copies of those reservation
and purchase orders was made by the confidential source abroad
in the presence of Miss SCI14E?FER, which revealed that
reservation and purchase order No . 14618 was issued to
Transportes del Norte in P.9exico City for Mr . H . O . LEE for
seat No . 12 from Mexico City to Laredo, Texas, on Nednosday,
October 2, 1963, at 8 :30 AM . This information was printed
in Spanish, and the reservation was confirmed by a Mr .
SAUCEDO . At the bottom of this printed order the date was
indicated to be September 30, "'19(33, and the cost was listed
as 93 .75 "moneda naeional" (natio'.".al aoncy or Mexican pesos
comparab :a to $7 .50 U .S .) . Also at the bottom of this
printed order was tbe printcd notice that the "Agencia de
Viajes, Transportes,Chihuahuenses" is an agent for the
Greyhound Bus Line ..
Miss SCHAEFFER advised that former employee ROLANDO
BARRIOS had signed the reservation t:nd purchase order and
apparently made the sale to Mr . H . 0 . LEE, She stated the
original of this form was given to the purchaser in order
that he could then obtain his ticket at Transportes del
Norte, explaining that an original and two copies of the
reservation and purchase order are made and the original is
given to the purchaser, one copy is kept at her office, and
the third copy is forwarded to the main office of the travel
- 6 -
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agency which is "Transporter Chihuahuensos, S . A . de C. V.,"
Avenida 16 de Septicmbro No . 275, Ciudad Suaroz, Chihuahua,
Mexico .
She made available the carbon copy of the abovomeationod purchase order and stated she would search her
files for any other pertinent records .
Subsequently she advi :,cd o:, the 'same date by
telephone that she had locat;r ~__" cy:,ounc international
Exchange Order No . 43599 for p- :ccntation to the Greyhound
agent at Laredo, Texas, and i--d to 3r . H . O . LEE .
This
order was issued against Vie '
:"tern Greyhound Lines,
371 Market Street, San Fra. -..c-sco 5, California, for travel
from Laredo, Texas, to Dallas, Texas, via San Antonio, Texas,
A fourth confidential source abroad advised that on
April 1, 1964, Miss SCHAEF:,3R made available a copy of the
Greyhound International Exchange Order mentioned above,
which noted that Mr . H. O. LEE was traveling to the port of
exit via Transportes dal Norte .
The order reflected it was
issued on October 1, 1963, for $12.60 U.S . by the "Agoncia
de Viajes, T. Ch . S . A . de C . V.," Reforms 52-5, Mexico City .
According to Miss SCHAEFFER, the signature of the issuing
agent on this order form was that of ROLANDO BARRIOS .
Miss SCHAEFFER's bookkeeper, Miss NORMA ROiVIN,
made available the agency's cash receipt and disbursement
ledger which Miss SCHAEFFER described as a record of cash
receipts and disbursements of tho .business on a daily basis.
These records disclosed that on October 1, 1963, an entry was
made in the ledger reflecting receipt of 253.75 pesos ($20,30
U.S .) from Mr . H. O . LEE which was paid to cover the coat of
a bus trip from Mexico City to Dallas via Laredo . Miss
SCHAEFFER explained'that the entry reflecting receipt of cash
is made in the cash :receipt and disbursement ledger on the
day following the actual transaction. She added that of the
total 253 .75 peso amount, 93 .75 pesos ($7.50 U.S .) applied
to the portion of the trip from Mexico City to Laredo and
160.00 pesos ($12 .80 U .S .) applied to the travel from Laredo
to Dallas .
The above record reflected that the total amount of
253 .75 pesos was paid on "Agencies de Vieje T. Ch ." reservation
and purchase order No . 14618 and that H. O. LEE was also issued

Greyhound International Exchan,-o Order No . 43599 to cover the
trip from Laredo to Dallas .
The above-mentioned cash lodger reflected that the
letter "B" appeared beside the name of H. 0 . LEE, and Miss
SCHAEFFER explained that the letter "B" represents the
surname initial' of ROLANDO BARRIOS, the former employee of
the firm who handled the transaction with H. 0. LEE .
The cash ledger also revealed that under the figure
of 253 .75 pesos, the amount of the cash transaction, were
illegible handwritten initials, and Liiss SCHAEFFER stated
that those are the initials of ::L~A :.:AYNEZ, another former
employee of the firm, ackno.:l--,i
receipt of the 253 .75
pesos by MAYNEZ from BARRIOS for entry in the cash lodger
book .
Miss SCHAEFFER a- -_xd -chat ROLANDO BARRIOS was
involved in a financial problem with her agency for which
. S::e furnished his home address
she discontinued his service
as Bahia de Santa Barbara o . 20-209, Mexico, D. F., and
stated he was last known to be employed at the Mauna Loa
Restaurant in Mexico City .
On April 1, 1964, :. :
:::1::FFER made available a
copy of a form captioned:
- : G-eyhound Lines (Division
of the Greyhound Corporatio..),` : 371 `..arkot Street, San
=ncisco,
California, International Sales .Report ." This sales report
cove,
.o the period from Octo'jo- 1, 1963, to October 31, 1963,
an~ 3Iiss SCHAEFFER advised that recorded on this form is a
recapitulation of travel sale,-; dt ,.in~: the month of October,
1963, made by the agency as agents for the Western Greyhound
Lines in connection with whit: Greyhound International
Exchange Orders were issued to the travelers .
There wore
twelve such sales recorded on '.he above-mentioned sales
report, which reflects that the second entry or sale made
involved the issuance of Greyhound International Exchange
Order No . 43599 to one passenger, Mr . H, 0 . LEE, for travel
from Laredo, Texas, to Dallas, Texas, total fare for that
portion of the trip being recorded as $12 .80 U .S .

r

Miss SCHAEFFER advised that the foregoing must be

7
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maintained as a matter of permanent record in her office,
because of Mexican Government regulations .
On April 2, 1964, iho third confidential source,
abroad was advised by Miss SC:f. I""e5R th ;it MARGARITA LABASTIBA,
who also worked in the front office while BARRIOS was present,
had informed her that she remembered an American who purchased
a travel order but could no, recall the date, nor could she
state it was OSWALD . Upon interview Miss LABASTIBA could only
recall that the American was tall, wore disheveled clothing,
and had a great deal of hair . She could not be more specific
about the date or the description of the American .
Photographs of LEE EAn4EY OSWALD were exhibited to
TERESA SCHAEFFER BEQUERISSE, ALEJANDRINA M . DE BUTCHER,
NORMA ROMAN, and MARGARITA LABASTIBA at the "Agencia de
Viajes, Transportes Chihuahuenses, S, A . de C . V_" offices
and these persons were unable to identify OSWALD .
INTERVIEW OF ROLANDO BARRIOS RAMIREZ
On April 2, 1964, the following information was
furnished to the second confidential source abroad ;
ROLANDO BARRIOS RAMIREZ, Bahia do Santa Barbara
No, 20, Apartment 209, Mexico, D . F ., advised that formerly
he was employed at the Chihuahuenses Travel Agency and now
is employed as a cashier at the Mauna Loa Restaurant in
Mexico City . BARRIOS reviecred the copy of the reservation
and purchase order No . 14616 of the travel agency reflecting
the sale on September'30, 1933, of seat No . 12 on the 8 :30 AM
trip of Transportes,dol Norte from Mexico City to Laredo,
Texas, on October 2, 1963, and definitely identified the
handprinting and signature thereon as his own . He also
viewed a copy of International Exchange Order No . 43599 dated
October 1, 1963, recording the sale to Mr . H . 0 . LEE of
transportation by Greyhound Lines from Laredo, Texas, to
Dallas, Texas . He stated that the handprinting and signature
on this document were his and that undoubtedly he had handled
the transactions represented by the two documents .
BARRIOS viewed photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD'and
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advised that he was unable to affirm positively that ho
recalled OSWALD in connection with the travel agency . He
related that at the time OSl7ALD's photographs were being
published widely in newspapers and magazines he was impresaed
by the feeling that he had known or mot OSWALD at some time,
but had been unable to associate the feeling with any
particular incident or time .
INTERVIEW OF PERSONNEL AT TRANSPORTES
DEL NORTE TERMI NAL, MEXICO CITY
On April 3, 1964, the Mexico City Terminal Manager
for Transportes del Norte, RICARDO MEDINA BELTRAN, reiterated
that he had no recollection whatsoever with respect to OSWALD
and explained that he has no contact with passengers except
under unusual circumstances since his office is removed from
the passenger area of the terminal .
On the same date bus drivers ROGELIO CUEVAS and
RAMON GONZALEZ were contacted upon their arrival at the
Mexico City terminal and advised that they reside in Monterrey,
Nuevo Leon, Mexico, at Magna Vista No . 232 and at Juan Mcedez
No . 1407 Altos, respectively, Although they had no independent
recollection in connection therewith, they were aware of the,
fact that the company's records reflect that they were the
drivers of bus No . 332 between ',Io ico City and Monterrey on
October 2, 1963 . They state, hat they usually leave the
bus at Monterrey, and it w :a their understanding that on
October 2, 1963, all passengers from bus No . 332 were transferred to another unit which transported them to Nuevo Laredo
with a relief driver ., They viewed all available photographs
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and stated they were unable to recall
his having been a passenger . They pointed out that they
rarely notice the passengers and would not remember one of
them unless an incident or special circumstance created a
special reason for noticing and recalling .
.hem
'
On April 2, 1964, ANGEL CURIEL informed that he is
a ticket salesman at the Mexico City terminal of Transportes
del Norte and that he recognized his handwriting on the
October E . 1963, passenger list for bus No . 332 in connection
with the items listed under "destination" and "ticket number ."
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He explained that he undoubtedly exchan.god ticket No . 13623
for the travel agency purchase order and recorded tho number
of the ticket before delivering it to the passenger . CU IZL
viewed available photographs of OSPIALD and stated he could
not recall him in connection with his duties at the bus line .
On the same date salesman MIGUEL SAUCEDO advised
that the handwriting on the passenger list under "name of
passenger" of the word "Chihuahuenses" opposite seat No . 12*
indicated that he received the telephonic reservation of the
space by the travel agency . SAUCEDO did not recall the
matter and was unable to identify photographs of OSWALD in
connection therewith .
Ticket salesmen CANUTO S . ROJAS and JUAN GASCON
advised that they recognized their handwriting on the
October 2, 1963, manifest in connection with some of the
reservations and ticket sales, but upon viewing photographs
of OSWALD could not recall having seen him at the Mexico City
terminal of Transportes del Norte .
MEDINA and the four ticket salesmen mentioned above
explained that the diversity of serial numbers for tickets
sold on the passenger list in question is occasioned by the
fact that they each sell from different blocks of tickets for
the various destinations involved .
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